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Theme and Background 
  

"Welcome to Azuria, a land rich with bountiful 

resources!  Your army has unearthed a wondrous 

treasure deep within the heart of this great land.  But 

you're not the only one fighting for a part of this natural 

splendour.  Set up your fortress and defend what you've 

found – only the army with the best defences can emerge 

victorious!" 

  

Azuria is a compact, two-player card game centred on building fortresses and attacking your 

opponent's defences.  The concept for Azuria was born after playing a two-day game of Risk 

with my family.  I love Risk for its player vs. player, war themed gameplay, but I admit that 

after playing for multiple hours (or days!) it can get tedious.  Not to mention that a simple 

misplaced dice roll can send troops scattered across the board.  I set out to create a simple 

war-themed game that is portable and quick to play – like a miniature Risk.  This game is aimed 

at audiences that enjoy quick games of strategy and luck, and because of the themes I would 

recommend it for ages 12+. 

  

The landscape of Azuria was developed by drawing influences from a number of fictional and 

historical mediums that I enjoy.  The game is set in the fantasy world of Azuria, a mostly 

undiscovered, medieval-esque realm where armies battle for control of resources.  Inspiration 

was taken from elements of other fantasy worlds such as Tamriel (from Bethesda's Elder Scrolls 

game series) and Middle-earth (from J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings), along with real-life time 

periods such as the Vikings raids of England. 

  

Researching various games in class helped me to develop the physical elements of Azuria.  The 

game that most compares to Azuria is Honshu – the defence cards are made of 6 landscape 

tiles arranged in a 3x2 pattern, similar to the style of cards used in Honshu.  The defence cards 

are also placed on the playing area by overlapping tiles with one another, another element 

borrowed from Honshu.  Azuria also incorporates elements of Risk's genre and attack style, 

and the 4-sided letter die creates a grid-like attack style that is reminiscent of Battleship. 
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I used The Game Crafter's game cost estimator to predict how much it would cost me to 

professionally print my game for distribution.  I had to estimate a lot of the costs by 

substituting some of my unique game elements, e.g. the ABCD 4-sided die was swapped for a 

D6, and my starter cards, which are 1/3 longer than poker cards, were swapped for tarot 

cards.  With these substitutions, The Game Crafter estimated the cost of production at 

$16.81 for one game.  With production costs at this level, I would like to price it around $25.  

Considering the game's similarity to Honshu in aesthetics and game size, I would approach the 

same publisher, Renegade Games, who are well-known for producing small, beautiful card 

games such as Arboretum and Lotus. 
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Rules and Mechanics 
 

The game's key mechanics include the different types of cards (including starter and legend 

cards), the defence and attack actions, its unique dice, and its turn style. 

  

Card Types:  Strip away the medieval setting, and at its heart Azuria is a card game.  There 

are three types of cards used in the game - action cards, starter cards and legend cards. 

• There are two types of action cards - defence cards and attack cards.  Deciding which 

type of card to pick up each turn and how to best play them is the key mechanic of 

gameplay of Azuria.  Each card works in a unique way (as described below). 

• There are two starter cards in Azuria.  Whilst they look different, they are essentially 

the same and only serve as a starting point for each player's action cards. 

• Legend cards are used to help players remember the strength of tiles on defence cards. 

 

 

Defence Cards:  These are used to build your fortress and defend your treasure against your 

opponent's attacks.  Each player starts with 3 defence cards in their hand. 

• Each card is made up of six tiles in a 2 x 3 grid, and each tile has one of 8 different 

landscapes depicted on it.  These landscapes each require a certain number of points to 

cross, e.g. +1 for grass and roads, +2 for forest and rocks, +3 for walls, towers and 

gates.  Water is also +1, however it cannot be crossed unless the "Fleets" attack card is 

played (see Attack cards below). 
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• Defence cards can be placed on the playing area in any orientation; however, each 

defence card must overlap with at least one other defence card when it is played. 

 

 

Attack Cards:  These are used to launch assaults on your opponent's fortress.  

• After choosing your attack cards and placing them in the playing area, you roll the two 

dice (see Dice below).  If your attack is strong enough to cross all the tiles on the last 

card in your allocated row, that card is "defeated" and is removed from your opponent's 

playing area. 

• If "defeating" a card leaves another card unattached to the rest of the fortress, it is also 

removed. 

• Different attack cards have different abilities that can boost the strength of your attack, 

e.g. a "Fleets" card lets you cross Water tiles.  A player can make an attack with multiple 

abilities by playing more than one Attack card at once, known in Azuria as "stacking". 
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 Dice:  When a player chooses to attack their opponent, Azuria utilises two dice to determine 

where the attack takes place, and the strength of the attack.  This provides a layer of 

randomness to attacking that can decide the tide of the game. 

• The D4 in Azuria is unique as it is labeled with ABCD, rather than the standard 1234.  

This die determines the column that the player's attack will land in on the opponent's 

fortress. 

• The D6 is standard and determines the strength of the attack.  This can be anywhere 

between 1 and 6, excluding abilities on Attack cards. 

  

 

Turn Style:  The turns in Azuria are designed to be fast-paced and take only a few seconds to 

complete.  This is the core gameplay loop in the game, and it ensures that the game will play 

out quickly.  Turns are made up of two parts - drawing a card and playing a card/s. 

• When drawing a card, you can choose either to pick up a defence card or attack card, 

but not both. 

• The number of cards you can play depends on the type of card played, i.e. you can only 

play one defence card at a time, but you can play more than one attack card if you so 

choose. 

• You can also choose not to play a card at all. 
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Development Process 
 

I started developing this game by designing the defence cards.  I cut up study cards and 

coloured them in squares, as I found this to be the most useful way to test my layout.  After 

deciding on 6 layouts I felt were fair and equal across all cards, I began refining this by designing 

8 icons representing the squares and their different strengths.  I also developed the starter 

cards during this stage. 

 

With the design of the starter cards, I soon realised that a standard D4 would not be sufficient 

as the combination of numbers from both dice would confuse players.  I asked the UOW 

Makerspace team to teach me basic 3D print modelling software, and after 5 iterations I 

managed to print a useable and aesthetic D4 with letters. 
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Deciding on attack cards was the easiest part of the ideation process.  When brainstorming 

with Chris, he suggested the addition of a legend card to help with attacking by outlining the 

value of each tile, an idea I then incorporated into the game.  I also settled on four attack card 

types with unique abilities - Archers, Fleets, Cavalry and Siege Rams.  I chose them as they 

are all reminiscent of medieval and fantasy warfare.  I printed out 9 of each type of attack card 

to match the 36 defence cards. 

 

After all the physical elements of the game were worked out, I set about identifying the game’s 

“three-act structure”.  I hypothesised that each act would be very quick to progress due to 

the game's short playtime. 

1. The "first act" is the initial couple of hands, where players set up their first line of 

defences.  In this act I have enforced a rule that disallows attacking, as it would end 

the game in a matter of minutes and be unfair to both players whilst defences are so 

low. 

2. The "second act" is established when players have built a comfortable fortress and are 

beginning to attack their opponent.  In this stage players tend to fall into one of two 

categories – either defensive or aggressive players.  Whilst the former prefers to 

strengthen their fortress, the latter launches straight into their assault, and at this stage 

both are effective strategies of play. 

3. The "third act" develops as both players begin to break through their opponent's 

defences.  This usually climaxes when a player has a clear chance at reaching their 

opponent's treasure in one or more columns and aims to roll its matching letter.  

Although this gameplay element is predominantly based on luck, players can increase 
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their chances of winning by holding onto their attack cards and choosing to play them 

all at once. 

 

 

Final Prototype Details: 

• 1 rule book (6"x4" study cards x5) 

• 72 action cards and 2 legend cards (2"x3" 

cut study cards) 

• 2 starter cards (2"x4" cut study cards) 

• 1 ABCD D4 (3D-printed PLA) 

• 1 standard D6  

 

 

 

 

Playtesting 

 

Overall I playtested this game 5 times, and each playtest helped me to develop key game 

elements, play style, and even pick up on small aspects I overlooked like wording and 

grammatical mistakes.  After each playtest I responded to feedback and altered my rules and 

gameplay accordingly. 

  

Playtest 1 

25/5/19 

Players: Matthew, myself 

  

The first playtest was conducted with verbal rules only.  In this playtest we determined that 

players should start with a hand of 3 cards to allow players choices in their first hand.  We 

also determined that you should be able to choose either an attack or defence card, rather 

than both.  The game did not have a winner. 

Matthew enjoyed the game, although it ended on a frustrating note for him: "I kept getting 

siege ram attack cards, which was useless because my opponent had no gates".  He also 

suggested the addition of a negative attack card. 
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Playtest 2 

27/5/19 

Players: Jeremy, myself 

  

Started off this playtest by amending the rules as discussed in Playtest 1, and again verbally 

explaining these to Jeremy.  The playtest was more defence-heavy than the first, which made 

it more difficult to break through the opponent's defences and ultimately resulted in a longer 

game.  We decided that to strengthen our assaults, players could stack their attack cards and 

their abilities.  Again, the game did not have a winner. 

Jeremy suggested that in order to break the "defence stalemate", I could add "shit defence 

cards like a giant field of grass".  These would break up the relatively even distribution of 

strength in the current deck. 

  

Playtest 3 

30/5/19 

Players: Louis, myself 

  

For this playtest I printed the first written iteration of the rules, which were well-received 

and understood by Louis.  In his feedback, he noted that the abstractions made sense and the 

theme was very clear.  This game was the most enjoyable in my opinion, it was fast-paced and 

ended in a clear winner (Louis). 

Louis' main point of constructive criticism was that "maybe there's not enough attack cards?".  

A lack of card variety seems to be a recurring issue.  He also suggested the addition of "specific 

characters with unique abilities". 

  

Playtest 4 

30/5/19 

Players: Robert, Sunny 

  

This was the first playtest that I was not directly involved in; instead, I gave my game to two 

others who knew nothing about it and observed them as they used the rules to attempt to 

play.  From this objective viewpoint, the players found inconsistencies in my rules on attacking, 

including that it never specifies that players cannot attack on the first turn and for fairness 

sake, this should be made a rule.   
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Robert noted that the game 

needed some element added to 

stop the game continuing 

endlessly.  Sunny also noted the 

risk of a "potential stalemate", 

and it should be made clear that 

attack cards should be placed 

before rolling dice. 

  

 

Playtest 5 

30/5/19 

Players: Jeremy, Susi 

I amended the game using feedback from previous playtests before handing it over for the 

final playtest.  Small errors were picked up on, such as clarifying that card piles must be placed 

facedown.  This was by far the most successful playthrough, as I made the decision to remove 

half of the defence cards (from 36 to 18) and make them finite.  This resulted in a surefire 

ending scenario when defence cards ran out. 

 

Susi liked the game although she claimed that "it's not as easy for me to pick it up as you 

guys!", and suggested that I add some more variety in action cards. 
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Final Thoughts 
  

If I were to publish this game in the future, I would like to improve the art style of the cards.  

Whilst I like the 'icon' look of the defence cards and the natural colour palette, they are only 

orientated in one direction.  I would amend this by redesigning the icons from a top-down 

view (similar to Honshu), whilst keeping the iconic style if possible. 

  

I would have loved to add more variety in card styles, as it is the common theme in the 

feedback received from my playtesting.  This would have added further asymmetry to the 

game and allowed players to take an advantage.  Adding weaker defence cards, stronger and 

more varied attack cards, and individual abilities for each starter card are just a few ways I 

could achieve this in the future. 
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Appendix A - Rules 

  

Aim:  Defeat your opponent by breaking through their fortress and claiming their treasure. 

  

Components: 

• 2 x starter cards (one blue, one gold) 

• 36 x defence cards (blue backs) 

• 36 x attack cards (yellow backs) 

• 2 x legend cards 

• 1 x traditional 6-sided die 

• 1 x four-sided die with letters 

  

Setup: 

• Choose a starter card and place it in front of you, with the grass facing your opponent. 

• Separate the yellow attack cards and blue defence cards into a pile each. 

• Shuffle the attack cards and place facedown to one side of the playing area. 

• Shuffle the defence cards and place facedown to the opposite side of the playing area. 

• Place a legend card beside each player. 

  

How to Play: 

• Deal each player 3 defence cards – this is their starting hand. 

• The oldest player takes the first turn. 

• In your turn, you can make two actions. 

1. Pick up either an attack card OR a defence card.  You cannot pick up both. 

2. Choose to play a card/s.  In your turn you can choose between defending your 

fortress, attacking your opponent, or not playing a card at all. 

• Note:  You cannot attack on your first turn. 

• Making an action (or choosing not to) ends your turn and play moves to your opponent. 

  

Action Types: 

Defending – if you choose to defend, you can place one defence card in front of your treasure: 

• Each defence card must overlap with either the starter card, or another defence card, 

by at least one tile.  
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You can place defence cards in any orientation (landscape or portrait), as long as they 

stay in the playing area. 

Defence cards are finite and once they run out they are NOT reused! 

Think strategically – how can you place your defence cards to make the strongest fortress? 

• Note:  The water defence tile cannot be attacked unless your opponent plays a “Fleets” 

attack card.  If the attacker does not have a “Fleets” card, they must stop their attack 

when they reach the water tile. 

  

Attacking – if you choose to attack, you select an attack card/s and place them faceup in the 

playing area.  This allows you to throw the dice and attempt an attack: 

• The four-sided die determines which column your attack will land in. 

• The six-sided die determines the strength of your attack. 

Your attack will succeed if you manage to "defeat" all the tiles on the closest card in your 

chosen column.  This card is now "defeated", and you remove the card from the playing area. 

If removing a "defeated" card leaves another defence card "floating" on its own, then this 

card/s is also "defeated" and removed. 

• Note:  Each attack card has a different ability, allowing you to "stack" cards for multiple 

abilities in a single attack.  So, plan your attacks strategically! 

  

How to Win: 

When you make an attack that successfully "defeats" your opponent's fortress in one column 

and allows you to reach their treasure, you win!  

• Note:  You must be able to reach their treasure - landing on the start card's grass tiles 

or just "defeating" their last defence won’t be enough! 

  

 


